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Charmonium-like structures
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• All puzzling structures 
are around or above 
S-wave open-charm 
thresholds

• Too many vector 
states

• Too many C=+ states 
below 4.4. GeV

• Charged structures!
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S-matrix singularities
l Dynamics: poles, corresponding to hadron resonances, genuine physical states 

such as the ordinary and exotic mesons, baryons; location fixed by the dynamics

l Kinematics: (normally) branch points of the S-matrix, due to on-shell intermediate 

particles, results of unitarity; location fixed by the involved kinematic variables: 

masses, energies
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Threshold cusp
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Threshold cusp as a tool
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Triangle singularity (TS)
Logarithmic singularity ⇒ peak
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Triangle singularity (TS)

R

R
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TS as a tool: precise measurement of X(3872)

Some short-distance
!∗""!∗" source 
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TS as a tool: precise measurement of X(3872)
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TS as a tool: precise measurement of X(3872)
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TS as a tool: precise measurement of X(3872)
Monte Carlo study of sensitivity:
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TS as a tool: precise measurement of X(3872)
Preliminary result: estimate of the cross section for !!!" → ##$∗#%$∗# → ##&' 3872

at ~4.23 GeV

Rough estimate of events for luminosity of 2 ab"%: /(10&)
The cross section can be higher at higher energies, e.g. above 4.4 GeV, but seems still 
difficult for STCF…

S. Sakai, H.-J. Jing, FKG, in preparation
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Ø Difficulties for multi-hadron final states

ü Many resonances from the cross channel:                                                           
branching fractions often unknown, interference between overlapping 
resonances, …

ü Complicated 3-body FSI:

!

!

!
" "

"

#

#
#

intermediate states can be different from external ones; threshold cusps; 
triangle singularities

Complications in resonance searching due to TS

Kinematical singularities (threshold cusp, TS) and resonances are NOT exclusive
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Features of TS
• logarithmic branch point, can produce a peak, mimicking a resonance
• normally close to a two-body threshold
• very sensitive to kinematic variables

• Given masses of intermediate particles and the external !!, TS can produce peaks in 
both !" and !# distributions.

• For fixed !$,&, !" and !!, TS in the physical region only happens when:

• TS in the physical region only happens when:
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Features of TS

TS in the 
physical region 
only when
!!"! ∈
987,1026

MeV

!!∗ "! ∈
1385,1435

MeV

While a resonance 
would persist 
independent of 
energy.
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Features of TS
• Phase motion of triangle diagram in the 

presence of a TS

!!∗ "! = 1.42 GeV

!!"! = 0.99 GeV

)*) threshold

The argand plot is counterclockwise, resembling that of a resonance 
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Example: !! 3900
Example: !!"!!∗ + $. $. triangles relevant for 
an analysis of &# 3900 : +$+% → -//00

Scalar 3-point !!"!!∗ loop Sum of !!"!!∗, !!"!∗!∗, !&"!∗!∗loops

Very sensitive to energy!
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Example: !! 3900
Example: !!"!!∗ + $. $. triangles relevant for an analysis of &# 3900 : +$+% → -//00

• Importance of TS pointed out, but a &# 3900 is still needed for +$+% → -//00

• Analyses of +$+% → -//00, !"!∗0 data in

Q.Wang, Hanhart, Q.Zhao, PRL111(2013)132002; PLB725(2013)106

Albaladejo, FKG, Hidalgo-Duque, Nieves, PLB755(2016)337

used D-wave !!(2420)!∗0 coupling

ü triangle diagrams 
ü T-matrix for -//0- !"!∗ coupled channels
ü T-matrix may or may not have a pole, data tell
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Example: !! 3900
Albaladejo, FKG, Hidalgo-Duque, Nieves, PLB755(2016)337The T-matrix from the best has a pole

!!/dof =1.09
!!/dof =1.36
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Example: !! 3900
Pilloni et al. (JPAC), PLB772(2017)200• However, the JPAC analysis has a different conclusion

used S-wave !!(2420)!∗' coupling
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Example: !! 3900
FKG, arXiv:2001.05884• Partial waves for the  !!(2420)!∗' coupling make a difference  

Pure S-wavePure D-wave

S+D-wave Here the D-wave !!(2420)!∗' coupling is fixed 
from the width of !#(2460) [spin partner of 
!!(2420)]:

Γ$ !! = 15.2 MeV
Γ% !! = 16.5 MeV

A reanalysis is still needed
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Example: !! 3900
• Energy-sensitivity of TS contributions (here no !! included): 

data at different energies are crucial

" = 4.23 GeV " = 4.26 GeV " = 4.29 GeV
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Example: !(2$)&&
FKG, arXiv:2001.05884
First considered in: 
X.-H. Liu, PRD90 (2014) 074004

Sum of !!"!!∗, !!"!∗!∗, !#"!∗!∗loops with couplings chosen by hand; no T-matrix considered:

Data: BESIII, PRD96 (2017) 032004

Analysis including $$
and %% FSI is ongoing
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Schmid theorem
l Channels with both tree-level and triangle diagrams: interference may give rich 

structure

Schmid, PR154(1967)1363; Debastiani, Sakai, Oset, EPJC79(2019)69; FKG, Liu, Sakai, arXiv:1912.07030

tiny Γ! finite Γ!
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Conclusion
l Complications from TSs need to be taken into account in Dalitz-plot analysis of multi-

body final states: going beyond the isobar model by including the singular triangles
l TS effects are sensitive to energies: 

TS-induced peak for the initial-state (final-state) energy distribution may be checked 
by varying the invariant mass of final (initial) states

Thank you for your attention!

Looking forward to your new discoveries!
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! → #$%

l Can produce peaks at the right energies

l ℬ(#! 4430 → (′*) ≫ ℬ(#! 4430 → -/(*) explained if 

R = ℬ # $%&' →)!**
ℬ # $%&' →+/)** = 0.54 ⇒ # $%&' *→)!*

# $%&' *→+/)*

S.X. Nakamura, K. Tsushima, PRD100(2019)051502(R)

R = 0.11 ± 0.04…0.55 ± 0.26 from a combined fit by J. Zhang, L. Yuan, EPJC77(2017)727

#!(4456, 4866): ambiguity due to TS

red: from triangle
blue: a BW fit to the triangle
black: phase space

,∗ = , 1440 ,, 1520 , ,(1680)
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! → #$%

l Argand plot for !! 4430 : diagram (a) interfered with a constant complex bg. 

Exp. data: LHCb, PRL112(2014)222002 

counter-clockwise !

S.X. Nakamura, K. Tsushima, PRD100(2019)051502 (R)


